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A Great Defense Can  Weather All Things 
Let Castia Stone protect your investments. 

When your buildings need a protective cladding, investment in a 
product that provides function and form is the protocol. Castia Stone 
answers this call of duty.  As a proud American-owned company, 
we understand that excellent quality and sound craftsmanship go 
hand-in-hand.     

Castia Stone was selected to clad the Battalion Headquarters Building 
at Fort Wainwright in Fairbanks, Alaska. From a cold weather test 
station to one of the Army’s premier training areas, Fort Wainwright 
has come a long way. As a site once used for testing cold weather 
clothing and equipment in the bitter cold winters, this Fort required 
something that would stand up to the elements. Castia Stone has 
many features that make it optimal for installing in harsh climates 
like Fairbanks, Alaska as well as all other climatic areas of the world.  

Castia Stone, backed by its tested 
strength, durability and  “rainscreen” 
technology, provides the designer with 
security and peace of mind. Brackets, 
made of recycled material, mechanically 
hold the siding on to the building and 
create a continuous ½” gap between the 
siding and the actual structure. This air 
space prevents trapped moisture, which 
can lead to dry rot and mold. 

Since Castia Stone is a mortarless product, not only is it a more cost 
effective alternative to traditional siding products, but the ease and 
speed of installation means that it can be installed in any climate 
during any time of the year. 

The soldiers of the U.S. Army at Fort Wainwright, Alaska, are 
prepared to rapidly deploy worldwide in defense of U.S. interests or 
on humanitarian missions. Let Castia Stone protect your buildings, 
while you protect our country.

Please visit www.castiastone.com to learn more about our 
product, the features that make it great and to find out how to 
get Castia Stone strength for yourself. 
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